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Abstract--The Intellectual property rights regime in India underwent significant change in conformity with the obligations under
TRIPS in 1995. In the aftermath, the Intellectual property rights (IPR) regime in India passed through various phases, facing
new challenges and finding new remedies. The focus of the IPR regime has been gradually consolidating as well as promoting a
balance between intellectual property protection and public interest. One of the emerging issues in this context is in reference to
standard essential patents (SEPs). Standard forms are fundamental building blocks for product development and establishment
of consistent protocols that can be universally adopted and understood. It further enables compatibility and interoperability and
fuels development and implementation of technologies that significantly impact and transform the lives of people, working, and
communications. Standardized technologies are becoming essential in almost all sectors, specifically in the telecom sector.
Standardization has various concerns with respect to competition and IP law. In certain situations there may be interface
between competition law and IPRs in standards such as FRAND licensing, patent pools and cross licensing. There is a need to
consider IP laws and competition laws in order to avoid the adverse implications in these arenas. This paper intends to discuss
the issues in relation to SEPs vis-à-vis competition laws in the context of Indian telecom sector. Further the paper highlights the
Indian judicial approach towards SEPs and their availability on FRAND terms followed by the role of private standard setting
organisations and competition authority in standard setting process.
Key words: SEPs (Standard Essential Patents), FRAND (Fair Reasonable and Non Discriminatory) Terms, Anti Competitive, Abuse
of Dominant Position.

I. INTRODUCTION
Intellectual property is an outcome of human intellect. The main motivation for its protection is to encourage
the creative activities and inventions. The role of intellectual property is sine qua non in the economic and
technological development of a nation. The prosperity achieved by developed nations is the result of
exploitation of their intellectual property. In absence of efficient law to protect intellectual property, there will
hardly be any creative activity or inventions and the economic and technological development of a nation will
come to a halt. It is, therefore, inevitable to protect and promote intellectual property. 1
Intellectual property rights (IPRs) grants certain privileges to the right owners that gives them exclusionary
powers in the market. IPRs by granting legal exclusivity confer to their holders the ability to exercise their
market powers to detrimentally affect other competitors. Such exercise of market power sometimes leads to
allocative inefficiencies and consumer exploitation2. The licensing of intellectual property serves to benefit the
competitive process by diffusing innovation and by helping innovators to capture their rewards, thereby
increasing the incentives to others to innovate as well. However, such licensing agreements can also serve to
cartelize an industry or to increase the market power of a single licensor. This has given rise to the need to
strike a balance between the individual rights of IP holders and the public at large. Such issues make
intellectual property licensing a challenging topic for competition authorities.3
The relationship between these two areas of law poses unique challenges to policy makers, particularly in
developing countries like India, as we have little or no experience in the application of competition law and
policies especially in cases of interaction with intellectual property rights. 4The growth of new technologies in
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recent years has posed new challenges and opportunities across these two fields of law. One of the emerging
issues in this context is in reference to standard essential patents (SEPs). Standard forms are fundamental
building blocks for product development and establishment of consistent protocols that can be universally
adopted and understood. Standard setting enables compatibility and interoperability and fuels development and
implementation of technologies that significantly impact and transform the lives of people, working, and
communications. Standardized technologies are becoming essential in almost all sectors, specifically in the
telecom sector. Standardization has various concerns with respect to competition and IP law. In certain
situations there may be interface between competition law and IPRs in standards such as FRAND licensing,
patent pools and cross licensing. There is a need to consider IP laws and competition laws in order to avoid the
adverse implications in these arenas. This paper intends to discuss the issues in relation to SEPs vis-à-vis the
interface between IPR and competition laws in the context of Indian telecom sector. Further the paper highlights
the Indian judicial approach towards SEPs and their availability on FRAND terms followed by the role of
private standard setting organisations and competition authority in standard setting process.
II. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND COMPETITION POLICY: THE INNOVATION NEXUS
Intellectual property rights allow creators, or owners of works to benefit from their own work or investment in a
creation.5 These privileges are highlighted in Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 6. By the
virtue of these rights a holder of any Intellectual Property acquires a monopolistic right over his intellectual
properties. These rights are awarded by the state under the national intellectual property rights regime which
allows the users to exercise these rights to restrain others from using them without their consent.7 Any violation
of these rights leads to infringement. On the other hand, competition laws, ensure that new proprietary
technologies, products, and services are bought, sold, traded, and licensed in a competitive environment 8. In the
modern day, dynamic marketplace, new technological improvements constantly replace older technologies, and
competitors are driven by the market forces to improve their existing products and innovate in order to maintain
their market share. 9 In such situations competition law seeks to prevent the misuse of dominant position or
market power which is acquired as a result of the protection granted under IPR. 10
There has been a long battle between the IP Laws and Competition Law as their objectives seem to be
contradicting with each other. Although it may seem like the intellectual property rights regime and competition
policy is at odds with each other at several occasions, gradually it has been globally recognized that the two coexist with each other. 11 When looked closely both the IPR regime and competition policy highlight the
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common objective of promoting innovation, creativity and a better market for consumers.12Jurisdictions around
the globe are coming to terms with the idea that a strong competition law can provide a solution to the problems
raised by the interface between the two regimes by preventing anti-competitive agreements and improving
economic efficiency and consumer welfare.13 One of the emerging issues in this context is in reference to
standard essential patents (SEPs). Intellectual property rights allow creators, or owners of works to benefit from
their own work or creation.14 By the virtue of these rights a holder of any Intellectual Property acquires a
monopolistic right over his intellectual properties. These rights are awarded by the state under the national
intellectual property rights regime which allows the users to exercise these rights to restrain others from using
them without their consent.15 Any violation of these rights leads to infringement. On the other hand, antitrust
laws or competition laws in turn, ensure that new proprietary technologies, products, and services are bought,
sold, traded, and licensed in a competitive environment16. In the modern day, dynamic marketplace, new
technological improvements constantly replace older technologies, and competitors are driven by the market
forces to improve their existing products and innovate in order to maintain their market share. 17 In such
situations competition law seeks to prevent the misuse of dominant position or market power which is acquired
as a result of the protection granted under IPR. 18
The parallel policy of competition and IPR intersect at a point which invokes public interest. This intersection
point is reached when a patented technology becomes essential to achieve a standard. Thus the basic idea
behind the Standard Essential Patents (SEPs) system is to reconcile the interaction between patents which are
primarily ‘private and exclusive’ as against standards which are meant to be ‘public and non-exclusive’.19
III. STANDARD ESSENTIAL PATENTS: ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
Standard forms are fundamental building blocks for product development and establishment of consistent
protocols that can be universally adopted and understood. 20 A standard can be defined as 'a set of technical
specifications that seeks to provide a common design for a product or process'. 21 Standards can be adopted at a
worldwide scale, or only at a regional scale. It is usually the interest of industrial players on the market to create
products that comply with standards. 22 Standards are becoming increasingly important as products that do not
use standardized technologies are generally seen to be commercial failures, as consumers want their devices to
interact with that of others and standardization allows that point of interaction.23 Standards can be either
voluntary of made mandatory by law. World trade organization distinguished between voluntary standards and
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standards enforced by law.24 A standard which may constitute of a document approved by a recognized body,
which provides , rules, guidelines or characteristics for products or related processes , production procedures
and methods, to which compliance is not made mandatory and there are certain technical regulations for
standard setting, the compliance to which is made mandatory by law. 25 Standards can be adopted at a worldwide
scale, or only at a regional or national scale.
There are two broad categories of technical standards namely, de facto standards and de jure standards. A ‘de
facto’ standard comes into existence when a particular technology is widely implemented by market players and
accepted by the public that makes such a technology a dominant technology in the market so much so that even
if it has not been adopted by a formal standard setting body it is recognized as a standard in that particular
relevant market. On the other hand ‘de jure standards’ are set by formal standard setting organizations
(SSOs)26. These are usually referred to as legal standards. Moreover, sometimes private organizations, may
also cooperatively agree on a standard. The technologies which are required to establish the standards are core
technologies without any alternatives hence every product which is based on a standard requires a mandatory
access over these technologies. When such standard establishing technologies are granted patent rights they are
called standard essential patent (SEP).27
Standardization has various concerns with respect to competition and IP law. In certain situations there may be
interface between competition law and IPRs in standards, such as, licensing, patent pools and cross licensing
specifically in the telecom sector. This section intends to discuss the issues in relation to SEPs vis-à-vis
competition laws in the context of Indian telecom sector along with a comparative analysis with other countries.
The Indian Patent law does not contain any special provisions with respect to SEP’s. The patent laws in India
and around the globe do not have any specific criteria or terms & conditions are complied with for licensing a
patented technology. This creates the possibility of abuse by the patent holder’s especially in the cases of
essential technologies such as SEPs. The determination of price and value etc. is purely based on the market
demand of technology making it subjective in nature, differing in each case. The possibilities of abuse are
aggravated in the cases of technologies that have been mandated by standard setting agencies.
Standard setting organizations specifically in sectors dealing with technological advancement provide for
essential features that must be met by the product to be marketed to be in conformity with a particular industry
standard. In order to produce standard compliant products, use of certain patented technologies becomes
mandatory. In such situations acquiring a license for using the essential patent becomes a major competition
policy concern.
To bridge the contradictions in patent laws and competition policy many SSOs require their members to grant
binding licenses to companies that wish to use the standard essential patent in question. The complexity of
standards in information and communication technology (ICT) creates a tension between the need to reward the
owners of SEPs that may cover standard specifications and the need to make standards available to all for
public use. Recently, this tension has turned into a difficult debate on principles of licensing that must be Fair,
Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND or FRAND licensing).To promote application of the standard
and to avoid any competition concerns, such licenses must be made available under fair, reasonable and non-
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Discriminatory (FRAND) terms.28 Thus, this patent right is not absolute like rest of the patent rights. Here the
owner of SEP is under an obligation to license its patented technology which sets a standard for the industry
and such license must be granted on fair reason able and non-discriminatory pricing terms. Realising the
importance of standard setting and its impact on competition and IPR regime, World Intellectual Property
Organization(WIPO) in its report suggested that “ in view of globalization and increased economic interactions
among states, the importance of developing international standards is increasing in many industries”. In the
report, it also supported the fact that patents and standards serve certain common objectives insofar as they both
encourage or support innovation as well as the diffusion of technology.29 As the licensing terms specifically in
cases of SEPs have a significant impact on proper functioning of the patent system, the report suggested the
need for a regulatory mechanisms of SSOs to suggests enhanced transparency and accessibility to patented
technologies that cover the standards.30
Although the patent system and the standards system share certain common objectives, there are inherent
tensions that exist between patents regime and standard setting. The clash is prominent in the case of
implementation of a standard that calls for the use of technology covered by one or more patents.31 On the one
hand, the objective of standardization is to establish standardized technology that can be used as widely as
possible in the market. On the other hand, patent owners of a technology who have invested resources in
developing the patented technology have an interest in using the patented technology which may bring them
larger profits by way of royalty. If the patent holders are not allowed to use it for their benefit they become
reluctant to contribute their technology to the standardization process.32 Moreover, exclusive patent right, which
granted as a statutory right is enforced in a manner that may hamper the widest use of standardized technology,
and it creates an ambivalence between the two systems. The intangible nature of IP assets allow them to be
used simultaneously by many. Moreover, their value is subject to the size of the market, and their usage
increases their value, contrary to tangible assets. Therefore, the inclusion of patented technology in standards
setting provides the patent holder to exploit these characteristics of IP assets. On the other hand, it equally
allows the exploitation of patent rights in cases of the wide implementation of technical standards.33
The inherent tensions between the two systems have been increasingly brought to light in debates in the recent
past due to the increasing number of cases that have been coming up before the courts. The reasons are, firstly,
there is a growing importance of patents and standards in both business strategies and government’s national
and international policies. Secondly, the business enterprises are increasingly emphasizing on new technologies
to foster new business models and various business strategies that can make the most of the patent system and
the standardization system. This has given rise to the need to find a way of handling numerous proprietary
technologies in standards and meet the objective of wide dissemination.34 The next section intends to highlight
the national and international judicial approach in ameliorating the inherent contradictions in the cases of SEPs.
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IV. PATENT WARS AND THE JUDICIAL APPROACH
The telecommunications industry has recently seen significant increase in costly patent litigations which has
been termed as “smartphone patent wars”.35 SEPs have not yet received a formal legislative definition in any
jurisdiction. However, the over the few years the courts worldwide have played significant role in developing
the jurisprudence to deal with the various cases in the relation to SEPs. Majorly the disputes arising in this
context are based on granting injunction order in cases pertaining to violation of SEPs. This section seeks to
highlight the important cases worldwide and judicial response in India.
In United States, the U.S. Department of Justice, Antitrust Division (DOJ), and the U.S. Patent & Trademark
Office (USPTO), an agency of the U.S. Department of Commerce issued a policy statement on remedies for
Standards-Essential Patents subject to voluntary FRAND commitments on January 8, 2013. 36 However, the
cases in the U.S show that in determination of an appropriate remedy for cases involving Standards Essential
Patents the object should be in favour of promoting both appropriate compensation to patent holders and strong
incentives for innovators to participate in standards-setting activities. The principles of licensing based on
FRAND terms were used in several cases to strike a balance. For instance, the Federal Circuit court, USA had
imposed a mandatory injunction rule that compelled district courts to issue an injunction once the asserted
patent was adjudged valid and infringed. However, eBay Inc. v. Merc Exchange, L.L.C37 court rejected the
mandatory injunction rule and clarified that there is no special law that provides for granting injunctions in
patent infringement cases.
In cases of Microsoft v. Motorola Inc38 and In re Innovatio IP Ventures LLC Patent Litigation39 along with the
decisions in the three court of appeal cases Microsoft v Motorola (Ninth Circuit, July 30 2015), Ericsson v. DLink Systems 40(2014) and Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization v. Cisco
Systems41 (2015) summarized the FRAND goals for wide spread adoption of relevant standards.42
In the European Union as well, the precedent set by the two antitrust decisions in the Motorola and Samsung
cases provided a path to peace in the telecommunications industry. These two cases brought legal certainty in
all the respective in industries which standards and FRAND-encumbered standard-essential patents (SEPs) play
a role. In the Samsung43 and Motorola44 cases, the Commission clarified that in the context standardization the
SEPs holders have to committed to (i) license their SEPs and (ii) do so on fair, reasonable, nondiscriminatory
(FRAND) terms. Moreover, it deemed to be anti-competitive to seek to exclude competitors from the market by
seeking injunctions on the basis of holding SEPs, especially when the licensee is willing to take a license on
FRAND terms. As this can have a negative impact on consumer choice and prices. These principles constituted
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a guide for Member State courts, as well as to standard-setting organizations, on the interpretation of EU
competition rules regarding the enforcement of FRAND-terms in the context of SEPs.45
In India the jurisprudence on FRAND licensing practices for SEPs is a nascent stage. 46 After stakeholders
approached the Competition Commission of India (CCI) and High Court, jurisprudence on SEPs is gradually
developing in India. Some Standard Setting Organizations47 emerged in India, which formulate the standards in
various sectors, have evolved their IPR policies, whereby they require patent holders to disclose SEPs, along
with a requirement to commit to FRAND terms of licensing.
In October of 2009, the CCI proceeded with investigations involving SEPs, in November 2013, and another in
January 2014, both cases were against Ericsson. The allegations were that Ericsson violated its FRAND
commitments by imposing excessive and discriminatory royalty rates and using Non-Disclosure Agreements
(NDAs) 48 which amounted to abuse of dominant position49.
In both the matters, the CCI stated that the relevant product market was "'the provision of SEP(s) for 2G, 3G
and 4G technologies in GSM standard compliant mobile communication devices, in India”. In this relevant
market CCI held that Ericsson to be dominant.50 The investigations alleged that Ericsson acted contrary to the
FRAND terms by imposing royalties linked to cost of product of user for its patents.51According to the CCI,
"charging of two different license fees per unit phone for use of the same technology prima facie is
discriminatory and also reflects excessive pricing vis-à-vis high cost phones. Furthermore, the CCI contended
that , transparency is the hallmark of fairness, and alleged that, Ericsson's use of NDAs was contrary to the
spirit of applying FRAND terms fairly and uniformly to similarly placed players.
The second contention was that, although Ericsson publicly claims to offers broadly uniform rate to all similarly
placed potential licensees, its refusal to share commercial terms and royalty payments on the grounds of NDAs
strongly suggested that different royalty rates were being imposed even on same category of potential licensees.
The CCI further expressed its concern regarding the fact that the practices to patent hold-up and royalty
stacking and violated FRAND terms. CCI‘s initial orders the above cases firmly regarded using the downstream
product‘s sales price as a royalty base as being excessive and having no link to the value of the SEP. Ericsson
filed a patent infringement case against the licensees along with an appeal challenging the orders of CCI.
Hon‘ble High Court of Delhi granted interim stay on all such orders passed by CCI in different cases.
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European Union (anti-abuse provision). The similarity in purport of the Article with S.4 of the Competition Act demonstrates that as per
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V. CONCLUSION
The growing interest by competition authorities in licensing agreements between essential patent holders and
standard implementers can be seen as starting point of ushering FRAND term for ensuring that high technology
markets are not monopolized by patent holders. There is a need to apply laws cautiously as anti-competitive
practices can significantly affect dissemination of technology to the detriment of consumers and the competitive
process. The instances discussed above have shown that the FRAND licensing regime underlying the IPR
licensing policies of most SSOs can performed well by allowing potential licensors and licensees to negotiate
mutually acceptable agreements that take account of the objectives and needs of each party. Thus competition
policy can be effectively used to strike a balance between IPR policy and larger public interest.
------------------------
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